Our Capabilities

S

The Concrete & Civil
Construction Experts
Established in the early 2000s, Frank Sacchi launched ‘Sacchi Concrete Constructions’
after an extensive construction career across Darwin, Mount Isa, Nerang, Mackay and the
Bowen Basin Coalfields. With a mission to service the community with a personalised
and quality-assured local alternative, he built up the business focused strongly on his
connections to the land and community surrounding it.

“Our local approach
means we offer a
more personalised
service…”

With his eye for detail and desire for sustainable
change, he developed an extensive business
network and referral system connecting Sacchi
services with a vast array of local contractors,
mining corporations, Government Departments
and Community Associations.

A proud locally owned and operated business, Sacchi has successfully completed
projects ranging from small private constructs through to extensive commercial projects
within timeline and budget requirements.

SERVICES
Services

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

With a highly-experienced and coal mine certified workforce, Sacchi Concrete Construction has
successfully completed an impressive portfolio of concrete projects, ranging from small private
constructs through to $10M projects.
From concrete core drilling services to welding facilities at the Moranbah location, Sacchi completes
projects according to a variety of specifications and requirements, supported by relevant workers
insurance and public liability to the value of $20M.

CIVIL CONSTRUCTION & EARTHMOVING
With the capacity to undertake large scale projects, Sacchi Concrete Constructions provides civil
construction, earthmoving and construction services to a range of infrastructure projects.
From bulk earthworks for industrial and commercial projects, through to installation and coordination of
major services including drainage and sewerage, Sacchi has the resources and machinery for both the
private and public sector.

ENGINEERING
Sacchi Concrete Construction can provide engineering services through their own in house
engineering team capable of providing design solutions for the civil and mechanical industries.
All services are fully RPEQ Certified.

SAFETY

THE
DIFFERENCE

The safety of staff
and contractors is
vital to the success
of projects.

FLEXIBILITY

Strong communication
and mutual respect
ensures positive
outcomes for all.

CLIENT FOCUS

Reliability and an
open approach to
projects, each and
every time.

DEVELOPMENT

Staff and contractors
are trained to
maintain the highest
skill levels.

Applications
Bridge Construction
Tunnels, trenches & shafts
Retaining Walls
Wash Pads

Foundations
Stairways
Ring Beams
Pits and Sumps

Footpaths & Driveways
Concrete Repair
Suspended Slabs
Bulk Earthworks

Detailed Earthworks
Road Construction
Mine Site Infrastructure
Shed Construction
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